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uper owl LI was full of \rsts. It was the \rst time the ig game
had gone into overtime; the \rst time a quarterack added a \fth
championship ring to his collection; the \rst time Lad Gaga
jumped from the rafters of NRG tadium — at least to the pulic's
knowledge.
ut in the das leading up to the New ngland Patriots' victor, a di[erent
team was working toward another potential \rst, one that could also have
far-reaching implications for the National Footall League and its plaers.
Diagnostics compan xosome ciences and its founder, Jim Joce, are
helming that team, which intends to conduct an earl-stage stud to \nd
the \rst iomarker for spotting chronic traumatic encephalopath (CT).

A ticking clock
CT is a neurodegenerative disease spawned from continual head
trauma. As such, militar personnel, as well as professional and college
athletes who pla contact sports like oxing, footall or hocke, have a
higher risk of developing the illness. Patients with CT ma demonstrate
confusion and memor loss, impaired motor skills, depression or suicidal
thoughts.
There are currentl no Food and Drug Administration-approved
treatments for the disease. In fact, the onl wa to know whether
someone even has CT is to examine their rain postmortem, in part
ecause traditional tools such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
computerized tomograph (CT) scans don't pick up on concussions.
The lengthening list of people in the footall communit who have died
from CT or who have retired earl for fear of developing CT has put a

spotlight on it in recent ears. Results from a Department of Veterans
A[airs and oston Universit stud found that among 91 former, deceased
footall plaers, 87 – or almost 96% – tested positive for the disease.
Joce, who plaed footall at the Universit of Marland, said that the
death of his former teammate Tom McHale from CT in 2008 fueled his
drive to address the ostacles to diagnosing it.
xosome, which opened in 2013, announced in late Januar it would
undertake a Phase 1 stud investigating a potential iomarker called
plasma exosomal tau, or Tauome for short.
iomarkers are an sustance or characteristic that re ects what's going
on in a patient's od. In the case of Tauome, data pulished in 2016
from oston Universit’s DTCT stud, a preclinical trial of 78 former
NFL plaers, found those plaers had higher levels of the exosome than a
control group, and that the higher levels also correlated with poorer
performances on memor tests. Notal, the tau protein ound in
Tauomes is also linked to a numer of other neurodegenerative
diseases, including Alzheimer’s and dementia.
"The reall important takeawa on this is that until there’s an actual
iomarker and ou can monitor changes and levels of that iomarker to
look at disease progression, it’s not reall possile to advance therapies
ecause ou don’t reall have a wa to evaluate whether someone is
responding to therap," Joce said.

Game on
xosome's clinical trial looks to enroll 200 former NFL plaers efore the
end of June. The compan hasn’t initiated the formal recruitment process
et, ut Joce said he was con\dent that numer could e reached. In
the meantime, xosome has focused on education e[orts, conducting
more than 35 interviews for media outlets and radio stations including
PN and C in the das leading up to the uper owl, according to
Joce.
"These are the tpes of interviews that are reall helpful … to create
momentum to educate people. I mean, we’re just at the start of educating
people aout the importance of participating in this program," he said.
To that end, Joce’s team also met with art Oates, the current head of
the New York/New Jerse chapter of the NFL alumni association, as well
as John eck and Joe Wesle, the former presidents of the Miami and
Houston chapters, respectivel, to give them information aout the stud
that the could then pass onto their groups’ memers.

When the trial does commence, testing will take place in several locations
throughout the U.. Most of the sites will e in locales with large numers
of previous plaers, including outhern California, outh Florida and New
Jerse. Another site will e the Translational Genomics Research Institute
in Phoenix.

Uncharted territor
xosome isn’t the onl one looking to develop a diagnostic for CT.
The National Institutes of Health gave $16 million in Decemer 2015 to
oston Universit and a few other research centers for a longitudinal
stud looking at how CT ma change the rain, as well as risk factors for
the disease. The NFL, amid criticism that it wasn’t doing enough to
address the mental and neurological health risks posed  plaing
footall, forked over $100 million to Harvard Universit for two CT
investigational projects, and also helped to fund the DTCT stud.
It’s di cult to sa whether drugmakers and the larger healthcare sector
will follow suit and increase investment in exosome diagnostics as a
whole. ome reports, for example, anticipate stead growth for the gloal
exosome diagnostics market, with a nearl 38% CAGR etween 2016 and
2022, et also expect the market to reach just $367 million  that latter
ear. And though investors have shown interest in exosome treatments in
lucrative therapeutic areas like cancer, CT’s small patient population
ma make it a harder strategic sell.
"While there’s a lot of coverage in the media, in realit it’s a ver rare
disease condition, and so there’s not a lot of interest from a usiness
standpoint to create solutions," Joce said. "o we reall emphasize to
these former plaers that it’s important to step ack onto the \eld and
participate in these clinical studies."
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